
Start joining in easy stages
It is often necessary to overcome pupils’ fear that joining is difficult. There are tricks to overcome this and to let
them feel at once the sensation of skimming along with simple joins. One way to do it is to start with the pattern
of joined long and short strokes. Then change to one short and two long and there is the word ‘ill’. Then
progress to hill, hilly, etc. gradually building up to longer words with the simplest joins. It is rather cheating as
you know that there are difficulties ahead with more complex combinations – but it is a start.

It is necessary that pupils should eventually know how to join every letter to every other – but in pairs or short
words.

It is also necessary to assure everyone that their standard of writing will not, in the end, deteriorate – that with
practice they will improve their script and it will appear much more mature. The most problematic pupils are
likely to be those who have been praised for their neat separate letters. An over emphasis on neatness is difficult
to overcome.

In the next few pages the different families of joins are analysed separately.
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Start joining in easy stages

If you have always printed, then you might like to start by feeling what it is like to write flowing, separate letters. This is the
first group of letters with joining strokes at the base
They will help you to loosen up and change your movement. You can make patterns of these letters.

Try words like ‘mill’, ‘hunt’, ‘hum’, ‘hill’ and ‘nut’ using only this group of letters. Write them faster and faster and you will
soon find that you are joining up automatically. It is really easy this way.

You do not need to stop in the middle of short words to dot your ‘i’ and cross your ‘t’.

A steep up stroke - squashed letters.

A medium up stroke - a happy medium.

A shallow up stroke - spread out letters.

You should write the whole word without stopping and then you can go back to finish off the bits.

Check the joining stroke at the base of your letters.

1 If it is too steep and jagged then your letters are too close together
and get muddled up.

2 If it is too shallow then your writing becomes too spread out. Your
joining stroke spaces your letters, so try to find a middle way. Then
your writing will look even and be easy to read.




